Résumé. 2014 
1. Introduction. - Our earlier works about long aromatic cyano-derivatives gave evidence for several new transitions between disordered mesophases (nematic and smectic A) [1] [2] [3] . In particular the series of cyanobenzoyloxybenzoates of alkylphenyl (DBnCN for short n being the number of carbon of the alkyl chain) has provided some unexpected phenomena connected to anomalies of periodicities.
Let us recall briefly some peculiar recent results published elsewhere [4, 5] which can help the understanding of next section :
(i) A SA-SA2 transition is evidenced in the pure DB7CN [4] .
In the high temperature SA phase two collinear wavelengths coexist such that q2 =1= 2 qi (~2/~1 ~ 1.8) . The [6, 7] : one corresponds to the molecular length (experimentally characterized by q2 which is constant for a given system) and the other comes from the arrangement of the dipoles. Therefore figure 3 and the D.S.C. recording of pure DB6N02 represented on figure 4.
(2) We point out that the Bragg reflection corresponding to the monomolecular modulation is not split out the z axis in the figure 2b.
Thus, this spot is not the second order of reflection of a smectic C tilted structure. Indeed, one can remark on this enthalpic spectrum that the crystallization to a metastable solid occurs a few degrees lower than the N-SA transition : it corresponds to the large peak at 86 °C. But with decreasing temperature two additional small peaks appear successively. Their .
